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If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
my Uncle Kirk because I
did not get to see him or
meet him. He died before I
was born. I would show
him my house and have a
family reunion. I would
help him make our
favorite meals. I would
tell him about all our new
family members, and elec-
tronics. We would play
catch and visit my grand-
ma’s and grampa’s house
where he grew up. My
favorite part would be to
just talk about life. My
worst part would be say-
ing god bye forever

James Napolitano

If I could spend the day
with anyone my mom and
I would spend the day
together in Davenport
shopping at Hollister’s
and Aeropostale and buy
cool clothes. We will go to
the store Justice and will
buy purses, makeup and
shop until we drop. After
all that we will go play
video games at the mall.
When we are done we will
go eat Chineese food, then
we will go home and
watch movies together.

Katie Kimmer

If I could spend the day
with anyone I would
spend the day with Jorden
because he is my best
friend. We would go to
Walmart to shop. After we
are done shopping we
would go to Jorden’s
house to play with his
bird. We would go to my
house to pick up junk and
go to the junk yard. Then
we would go to my grand-
ma’s farm to race four
wheelers. Jorden usually
wins.

Dalton Dague

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
my friend Dalton. We
would go to Disney World

where we would see
Mickey Mouse. Then we
would go down the water
slides. Dalton and I would
take Mrs. Byers with us
because she really likes
Mickey. Mrs. Byers and
Dalton would like to hug
Mickey Mouse. Later we
will also go fishing. After
that Mrs. Byers will treat
us to dinner at a fancy
restaurant. Mrs. Byers will
take Dalton home and then
take me home.

Jorden Orr

If I could spend the day
with anyone in the whole
world I would spend time
24 hours of a day with my
friend Annie Bannanie.
Sie is one of my many best
friends and only lives
seven houses away. We
live so close together and
still don’t do much.
Because both our families
are both very busy fami-
lies. First we would go out
to eat breakfeast. She will
get to choose the place.
Then we will go to Magic
Waters, the favorite water-
park of both of us. We
would rid ethe water slides
that were supposed to be
new this year. They are
supposed to be alsmost
100 feet tall and go
straight down! The we
would sadly go home.
When we get home we
will eat lunch at Subway.
Then we will drive to my
grandpa’s because
Annelise has always want-
ed to see his giant yard.
We would go fishing in the
evening since that would
then be about 4:00. We
would eat a picnic dinner
packed along with some of
our fishing supplies at
6:00 we would explore a
bit more. Then we would
go home. What a fun, fun
day!

Maddy Jachino

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be

my grandma Suni because
she died right before I was
born. First we would have
breakfast. Then we would
go to the store and buy
phones and more. After
that we would have a pic-
nic for lunch. Then we
would hug and talk about
every thing that happened
while she was gone. After
that we would have a
Korean feast for supper.
Then my family would be
sad because we would not
be able to see her.

Aaron Oster

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
Mrs. Winterlin my 4th
grade teacher. Because she
is nice and funny. We
would go out to eat lunch
at her favorite place to eat.
Then we would go to a
football game to watch the
Cyclones because  that’s
her favorite team. After
the game we would go to
the mall and go to
Whitey’s and have ice
cream and go shopping.
When we were done we
would drive back to
Clinton. When we get
back I would be sad the
day was over. But it was a
really fun day and I knew I
would see her the next day
at school.

Madeleine Metzger

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
Sammy Sosa. I would
spend it with  him because
we both like baseball and
the Cubs. We would playa
one on one game and
would tell him how base-
ball has changed since he
died. It would be sad to
see him go so I would ask
him if we could see a
LumberKing game before
he left. We would have a
good time before he left.
Before he left he would
hand me a baseball and
say, “Never give up and
always stand up when

you’re down,” and that is
what would happen if I
spend the day with
Sammy Sosa.

Carson Andresen

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
my mom Denise Williams
because she loves me and
I love her. We would have
gone to my favorite places
and we wouldn’t of cared
how much we would
spend. The time we spent
together would be very
special and fun. We would
laugh and joke and forget
about anything else we
had to do. I would be
happy that she would bake
my favorite cookies,
chocolate chip. Then we
would go home and watch
our favorite TV show -
Law and Order.

Frederick Williams

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
Alfonso Soriano becuase
he is one of my favorite
baseball players. What I
would do with him is play
catch. After we play catch
we would play baseball
but he would have a base-
ball game and say good-
bye. I liked having him
around and I’ll go back
inside, in my own field.

Tanner Raaymakers

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
with my mom in Ukraine
because she would be my
favorite to hang around. I
would because she bakes
good stuff to eat. When I
was 2 years old she was
outside and my grandpa’s
friend was helping my
grandpa and my mom was
right there and my grand-
pa’s friend was right there
beside her and she was
killed. I miss my mom alot
and when I pray to her
teras come to my eyes
becuase I know that God
has been taking really

good care of her. My mom
was the nicest and she was
my favorite to be around.

Jack Hartsock

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
my 1st grade teacher Mrs.
Brown. She was one of my
favorite teachers and I
miss her. Even though I’m
in 5th grade through the
years she has taught me to
never give up and be your-
self, be weird. I have used
that all my life. First we
would go to my house and
I would show her my
room. We would sit and
talk until we got bored.
Then she would do my
hair just like her bouncy
curls. After that we would
skip lunch so we could
snack at the movie, maybe
the movie The Hunger
Games. When the movie is
over we would go to wher-
ever she prefers for dinner.
Back at my house we
would chase my dog
Wilson until he got tired
and our legs felt like they
were about to collapse.
Then while we regain our
energy we would make
clouds into pictures. After
that the time I dreaded the
whole day came “Good
Bye Mrs. Brown” I would
say as she walks down the
hill. The only thing now I
can see are her blonde,
bouncy curls!

Grace Tubbs

If I could spend the day
with anyone I would chose
Kevin Durant who plays
basketball for the
Oklahoma City Thunder. I
think he is an amazing ath-
lete and my favorite NBA
player. He always smiles
and he loves what he does.
I would wake up and shoot
hoops with him, he could
teach me how to be a bet-
ter player. I would play
him, but he would dunk
over me every time. Next
he would let me go meet

his team. After that I
would take him to an ice
cream shop and I would
get three scoops. He said I
could go to his game that
night and he would let me
be on his team. I got and
we play the Chicago Bulls.
I guard Derrick Rose. I do
so good, he starts to cry.
After the game, he takes
me home and I would be
sad he would leave but I
had a great time.

Matt Swamberger

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
with Michael Jordan. I
would choose him because
he is who I look up to for
basketball. He is a really,
really good player. First
we would go to Village
Inn and eat breakfast and
talk. Then we would go to
my house and I would
show him my family and
things. After that we
would go to CHS and
meet coach Halac there. I
would let them talk to
each other since they
didn’t know each other.
We would then play bas-
ketball and have them
teach me new things. After
that we would have my
friends come to
Candlelight Inn and meet
Michael Jordan. I would
get Chicken George and
let him get whatever he
wanted. Then we would
go play some more basket-
ball until dinner. We
would then go grill out at
my house. Then I would
have my friends come
over and some of my
classmates and play bas-
ketball with him. Then
finally he would have to
go and I would say good
bye. I would be sad and
also very thankful he
came.

Annelise Dickinson

If I could spend the day
with anyone I would
spend it with my dad’s dad
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If I could spend the day

Britani Thompson, Grade 5 Bluff Elementary, Mrs. Meyers Jordan King, Grade 4 Eagle Heights Elementary, Mrs. Luett
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because he passed away to
the afterlife before I was
born. I would play chess
wit him go to my house
and have a pizza party
with him. Then I would
say good by to him. In
memory of Grandpa
Kustes gone but not for-
gotten.

Alex Kustes

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
with my friend Sujin Cho
because she moved to
Georgia in 2010. Even
though we’ve sent letters I
miss her and ant to see her.
First we would go swim-
ming in my pool like we
used to. Then after swim-
ming we would eat her
mom’s rice and her dad’s
fresh squeeze orange
juice. Five ping pong
games later we would stop
for a snack, my mom’s
homemade peanut butter

cookies and dillybars from
Dairy Queen. We would
sit and talk. I would talk
about what I’ve done
without her and ask her
how it’s been. But soon
she would have to go back
to Georgia, but I would
still keep in touch with my
forever friend.

Ryann McIntyre
Hubbart

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
my grandpa Dale because
he passed away before I
was born. Grandpa and i
would talk about what it
was like when he was in
World War II and what’s
happened recently in the
last few years. After we
were done talking I would
take him to a
LumberKings game. After
the game I would take him
to see the rest of the fami-
ly. After the day was over

we would have to say
goodbye, but I know it
would be hard for every-
body to say good bye and I
would probably cry and
everybody will miss him.

Riley James Hill

If I could spend the day
with anyone it would be
with my dog, Burny that
died when I was about six
or seven. I would spend it
with him because when I
was very little he was my
best friend. But when he
died I was devastated and
I didn’t know how I was
going to live my life with-
out him. The first thing we
would do together would
be I would let him meet
my new dog Cooper. I
would let them play
together and after that I
would let them inside and
get them a treat and water.
Next I would tell Burny
how much I missed him

and even though he could-
n’t talk I would know that
he understood me and he
missed me too. The last
thing we would do togeth-
er was say our goodbyes.
The hardest part I would
say goodbye and hope to
see him soon.

Emma Ludvigsen

If I could spend the day
with anyone I would spent
it with my cousin Kade. I
would spend my day with
him because we like to do
the same kind of activities.
We both like soccer as our
favorite sport. We both
like to be outside a lot and
we both like riding our
bikes. We would first go
outside and get our bikes
from the garage and ride
down to the end of the
block and back. We would
also try to find the biggest
bumps and when we’d
find them we would

almost fall off our bikes.
When both of us get tired
we go inside and rest for a
few minutes then we
would go to the backyard
and play soccer. My goal
is the brown fence and my
cousin’s fence is the silver
one. We play until it gets
dark out. The final score
was 7 to 7. It was a tie
game. We both have to go
home and take showers. I
don’t want to go but I have
school in the morning.
When my mom said it was
time to go we left and his
house disappeared from
view. It was a great day.

Austin Nissen

If I could spend the day
with anyone I would
spend it with my 4th grade
teacher Mrs. Winterlin.
She is my favorite teacher.
I like her because she is
nice, funny, generous and
many more things. First

we would go to a basket-
ball game, University of
Iowa against Iowa State.
Iowa Hawkeyes would
win! Then at 12:00 p.m.
we would go to The
Candlelight. We would
both have Chicken
George. Then at 2:00 p.m.
we would go to the mal.
We would go to all my
favorite stores in the mall.
After that we would go to
the movie theatre. We
would see The Hunger
Games. Later that night at
10:30 p.m. we would go to
Dairy Queen. We would
both have Oreo Blizzards.
Finally she would drop me
off at my home. I would
be sad that our day was
over. I would have all lot
of memories from that
day. 

Marissa Fullick

If I could spend the day

Isabel Nocelotl, Grade 4 Eagle Heights Elementary, Mrs. Bentley Michelle Flesch, Grade 4 Jefferson Elementary, Mrs. Espey

Baseball is in spring.
My brother is in baseball.
Baseball is so fun.

Bugs
I do not like bugs.
Some bugs bite me all

the time!
But some bugs are nice.

Butterflies
Thay are so awesome!
Butterflys have symmetry.
They have pretty wings!
By: Molly Marie Galant

Plants
The flowers are cool.
My garden is so awe-
some.
I grow tomatoes.

Vacation
We like vacation.
We drive go karts a

lot there.
We love vacation!

Buds
The trees bud in spring.
The buds turn into

flowers.
The buds are uniqe.
By: Sean Crimmins

Spring
Flowers are blooming
Some people start to

swim too.
Baseball is starting

Hibernation
Bears come out of caves
Some animals hibernate
Beavers hibernate

Flowers
Flowers are pretty
Voilets are really pretty
I like roses too.
By: Bella Johnson

Spring
Baseball is starting
flowers start to blom

in spring
it is vacation

Animals
Baby birds hatch out
Hibernation is over

Summer
We can go swimming
Spring is coming once
again
Earth day is here again
By: Dylan

Flowers
Flower buds are spring.
Earth Day has flower

buds too.
Flowers need rain too.

Butterflys
Butterflys are bugs.
Butterlys are insects too.
Butterflys are great.

Swimming
Swimming is water.
Swimming is rain in the

pool.
Swim 2 miles daily!
By: Shania

Vacation
Vacation is fun
On vacation you can
swim
I sleep on the floor

Butterflys
Butterfly drink plants
Butterflys are really cool
Butterfly look weird

Spring
Spring is very fun
Even baseball starts in

the spring
Spring is very cool
By: Lincoln Kness

Flowers
Flowers are pretty,
Flowers are colorful too,
Flowers grow in ground

Rain
Rain can fall in spring,
It rains a lot in spring too,
We splash in the rainfor-
est

bugs
bugs are big and fat
some bugs are big and

small things,
bugs are funny to
By: Paul Cassaday

baseball

I love to play ball
It is a whole bunch of fun
It is a fun sport

flowers
They smell very good
They start to bloom in the

spring
I love the springtime

rain
Bring the umbrellas
You’re going to get
soaked
Get your rubber boots
By: Hunter Hugunin

The flowers have buds
pretty butterflys come out
spring comes around too.

Soccer
Soccer can be rough
It is my favorite sport
I get hurt sometimes

rain
I hate when it rains
Then your stuck inside

all day.
Then it wet outside

By: Kylie

Spring
flowers start to bud.
Spring is super cool

& fun.
Bugs start to come out.

Things to do in
springtime

We swim in the spring.
People like to play

Baseball.
We fish & have fun.

What animals do
in springtime

Animals nurse young.
They call spring mating

season.
Young play with others.
By: Ulysses Patterson

flowers
flowers start to bud.
Flowers smell so very

good.
I like red flowers

Soccer
Soccer is so fun

Spring Haikus
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Ayanna Reckman, Grade 5 Jefferson Elementary, Mrs. Jetter Nathan Moeller, Grade 4 Prince of Peace Academy, Miss Noecker

I want to be in soccer
I want to play now

Swimming
Swimming is so fun
I like to swim in summer
I want to go swim.
By: Jenna

Flowers, earth day, swim
Soccer, baseball, vacation
Hibernation done

Buds, butterflys, bugs
Spring, rain, New babies,

grow up
Baseball, season, starts

School is almost done
Twenty more days

of school
By: Zach

Flowers
Flowers have colors
Flowers are starting

to bloom
Insects like them to

Rain
The rain is clear
I love the sound of the

rain
Rain is refreshing

Softball
Soffball starts in the
spring
Soffball is very fun to
play
Girls can play softball
By: Rebe Koh

Spring
Butterflys
Butterflys fly high.
Magestic butterflys roam.
They are colorful.

Rain
Rain Rain go away.
Come again another day.
We want to have fun.

Soccer
Run down the big field
Kick the ball into the goal
You have to dribble
By: Noah

Baseball
Baseball starts in spring.
butterflys fly by flowers.
people play soccer.

Bugs
Bugs fly around here.
In the spring school

is over.
It rains lots in spring.

Earth Day
Earth day is in spring.
people pick up on earth

day.
Vacation is fun.
By: Tanner Brooks

Baseball
Baseball is starting.
I love to pitch at games.
Baseball is so fun.

Baby bears
New baby are born.
Baby bears are called

cubs when little.
They are cuddly.

Soccer
Soccer is really fun.
I love to go to soccer.
My brothers play soccer
By: Moriah Stewart

Flowers
Flowers smell great now
They help give oxygen
They’re butiful

Bugs
Bugs are very anoying
but they help the Earth’s

plants grow.
that’s all about bugs.

Soccer
Soccer’s very nice.
It is fun in the spring to.
You can have fun too.
By: Austin

Vacation
It is fun to do
vacation is time off of
school
vacation is cool

Flowers
flower are pretty
sunflowers are beautiful
Roses smell good too

Rain 
I run in the rain
I play in the rain a lot
I splash in the rain 
By: Ryleigh

Rain 
I love rain it’s nice.
My oh My I love the rain.
The sound is quiet.

Flowers
The flowers are nice
The flowers are blowming

nice
The flowers smell good.

Swim
The water feels good.
I like to swim on hot
days.
When swiming be very

safe.
By: Megan Steele

Baseball
Baseball is real cool.
Baseball is a very

cool sport.
Baseball can be fun.

Soccer
Soccer can be fun.
Soccer can be very

fun now.
Soccer is awsome.

Swimning
It’s exercise now.
You can bring toys in the
pool.
Swimming is awsome.
By: Jamie Miller

Flowers
Flowers are pretty.
I think flowers are

awesome.
I do love flowers.

Trees
I do think trees rock.
Yes trees are beautiful.
Do you like the trees?

Spring
Spring is a bit cold.
I play outside in the

spring. 
To me spring is cool.
By: Tannah

Spring
I love baseball games.
Hitting is hard to do to.
But I love it too.

Soccer
My favorite sport.
I just hate to be goalie.
But I’am still good.

flowers 
They are beatiful.
They sprout in the

spring only.
They are lovely to.
By: Justin

Flowers
Great yellow flowers.
Yellow flowers are pretty.
People love flowers.

Trees
Butterfly’s love trees.
Tree’s have oxegan

in them.
We have lots of trees.

Ice cream
Chocolate ice cream.

People love to eat
ice cream.

Ice cream is so good.
By: Olivia

Rain
It has rain a lot.
I like to play in the rain.
Rain is a cool thing.

Spring
Spring is warmth outside.
In the warm spring soccer

starts.
Spring soccer is fun.

Soccer
Spring soccer is cool.
I about scored 2 goals,

yeah!
Spring soccer is warm.
By: Morgan Bork

Baseball
We run the bases
We hit the ball and

run home,
Try to catch it now!

Soccer
Kick it to me now
You kick it in the

goal quick
Someone kick it in!

Swimming
Swim to me please, Help!
Help me. I am drowning.

Help!
Come get me right now!
By: Brian

Spring Haikus

When I grow up I want
to be a vet because I love
animals.  I want to work
on all sizes of animals.
So, if you need a vet, call
me!

Taciana

When I grow up I want
to be in the Navy because
I want to serve my coun-
try.  It seems interesting.

Payton

When I grow up I want
to be a professional foot-

ball player because it is a
fun sport.

Jay

When I grow up I want
to be a lawyer.  I want to
be a lawyer because I like
working with people.

Tanner

When I grow up I want
to be a vet because I love
animals and would take
good care of them.

Katelyn

When I grow up I want
to be a basketball player
because it is a very fun
sport and you get a work-
out.

Derek

When I grow up I want
to be a wrestler because I
know so much about it.

Cody

When I grow up I want
to be a World Wildlife
Fund Animal Rescuer
because I love animals and

I don’t want species to die
out.

Josie

When I grow up I want
to be a pediatric surgeon
because my little sister
was sick in the hospital
when she was born.  I
would like to help infants
and little kids that are like
her.

Amberly

When I grow up I want
to be a zookeeper because

I love animals.
Makenzi

When I grow up I want
to be a professional bas-
ketball player because I
like to play basketball so
much that I could play it
forever.

Patrick

When I grow up I want
to be a fashion designer
because I love to come up

with new outfits and I love
to draw them too.

Olivia

When I grow up I want
to be a zookeeper because
I love animals.

Emma

When I grow up I dream
of joining the Army and
going to college.  I want to
join the Army because my
dad was in the Army.

Cameron

When I Grow Up
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I am nice and cool.
I wonder what it will be like when I get older.
I hear dogs barking and people yelling.
I see people walking.
I want an Ipod.
I am nice and cool.

I pretend that I am a firefighter.
I feel happy when I am at home.
I touch my controller to the XBox 360.
I worry that I am going to loose my XBox.
I cry when my dog gets hurt.
I am nice and cool.

I understand that I have to do my homework
right away.

I say get out of my room to my sister.
I dream that I am going to be awesome.
I try to take care of my Ipod.
I hope that I will get ready on time in the morning.
I am nice and cool.
By: Cameron Lippens

I am shy and athletic
I wonder if I will ever get a new pet
I hear the radio playing
I see my two dogs messing around playfully
I want a new fish
I am shy and athletic

I pretend that my dolls are real when I play with
my sisters

I feel excited about my cousin’s upcoming birthday
I touch my two dogs and they are soft
I worry about my dog Cyrus
I cry when I think about Noock getting run over again
I am shy and athletic

I understand that a right angle is 90 degrees
I say not to hit my dog Cyrus because she’s old
I dream about us getting free ice cream every day
I try to read and write my best
I hope that when I grow up I can be in the

Police force
I am shy and athletic
By: Paige Jackley

I am a human being and I’m happy
I wonder why cats are so cute
I hear people screaming
I see people
I want a phone
I am happy and I’m active

I pretend I’m a football player
I feel happy
I touch my football when I throw it
I worry about my mom
I cry when people die
I am in a good mood and I’m happy

I understand how I’m funny

I say mean words to my brother
I dream about being a football player
I try to be nice to people
I hope that I’m funny
I am so happy and strong
By: Kevin Lass

I am caring and loving
I wonder what I want to be
I hear yelling all the time
I see my family and friends
I want an iPod touch
I am caring and loving

I pretend I’m the only child
I feel depressed
I touch my phone everyday
I worry about the family
I cry when I think about people who die
I am caring and loving

I understand my family and friends
I say hi to my family
I dream about the future
I try to work hard 
I hope to get a dog someday
I am caring and loving
By: Keira Nicolaysen

I am pretty and smart
I wonder where the Titanic is
I hear kids talking
I see me winning a gold medal
I want to go to St. Louis
I am pretty and smart

I pretend when I read chapter books
I feel happy when I loose time when I swim an event
I touch a gold medal in my hands
I worry that I won’t get strait a’s
I cry when I get frustrated
I am pretty and smart

I understand that I’m not always right
I say I love to swim
I dream that I will win more olympic medals that

Michael Phelps
I try to swim my fastest
I hope to win a gold medal
I am pretty and smart
By: Nevaeh Wagoner

I am a good helper and friendly.
I wonder if my dream will come true.
I hear kids!
I see my family, my friends and me at Caps.
I want to go to Fun City again.
I am a good helper and friendly.

I pretend on Halloween.
I feel calm.
I touch warm things sometimes.

I worry about my family and tests.
I cry when I’m sad.
I am a good helper and friendly.

I understand when somebody is hart.
I say don’t argue about something stupid.
I dream I could go to Hollywood.
I try to do my best on school work.
I hope my Aunt Barb’s back will feel better.
I am a good helper and friendly.
By: Maddie Schlotfeldt

I am misunderstanding and friendly
I wonder if I could ever get ungrounded
I hear my mom yelling at my sister
I see people walking past
I want to go somewhere fun
I am misunderstanding and friendly

I pretend I’m going to a water park
I feel people touching me in the classroom
I touch something cool in the hot summer
I worry people are going to be mean
I cry when I’m sad because of somebody
I am misunderstanding and friendly

I understand when my sisters are sad and mad
I say it’s going to be alright
I dream everybody is being nice to me
I try to help younger kids
I hope people get better if they are sick
I am misunderstanding and friendly
By: Riley Pendleton

I am short and fun
I wonder if I can be blue
I hear my sister yelling at me
I see me being short forever
I want to be tall like my sister
I am short and fun

I pretend Roxie is waiting for me at home
I feel like I can do any thing
I touch my dog every time I lay down
I worry about my grandma being home alone
I cry on the night when my dog died
I am short and fun

I understand why Roxie died
I say Roxie, Gassy and Giggit are in a better place
I dream about getting bit in the face again
I try to be happy on the day I lost Roxie
I hope Roxie will be waiting for me
I am short and fun
By: Shiann Bustamonte

I am funny and athletic
I wonder why we have wars
I hear things that I’m not suppose to hear sometimes
I see me being a Detroit Tigers professional

MLB baseball player
I want to be like my dad when I grow up

I am

Kaitlyn Poore, Grade 4 Fulton Elementary, Mrs. Geyer Eathan Long, Grade 4 Eagle Heights Elementary, Mrs. Felrey
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I am funny and athletic

I pretend I’m a pro baseball player
I feel that it somethings wrong I can fix it
I touch my blanket when I go to sleep
I worry about my dog Toby dieing
I cry when someone close dies
I am funny and athletic

I understand a lot about sports
I say I’m going to be a pro baseball player
I dream about being a pro baseball player
I try my best in sports
I hope I become a pro baseball player
I am funny and athletic
By: Vinny Richardson

I am cool and caring
I wonder if I can catch a goal
I hear my mom saying she loves me
I see my future
I want to have a good life
I am cool and caring

I pretend to dress up sometimes
I feel the world around me
I touch the damp and cool air
I worry about my family and friends
I cry when bad things happen
I am cool and caring

I understand when my friends and family are mad
I say to do things people want
I dream about my life
I try to challenge myself
I hope I make new friends
I am cool and caring
By: Bryn Comstock

I am weird and silly
I wonder how pickles grow
I hear people yelling at each other
I see people taking tests
I want a new XBox 360 with all new games
I am weird and silly

I pretend I’m the best in basketball
I feel cool
I touch a ball
I worry about my little brother
I cry when family dies
I am weird and silly

I understand division in math
I say I like cheese
I dream about when I get older
I try to do my best in school
I hope the don’t end
I am weird and silly
By: Ethan Spadaro

I am a worker & do my best
I wonder what to play

I hear teachers teaching
I see summer vacation
I want no school
I am a hard worker & try my best

I pretend playing army with my friends
I feel tired
I touch the sand on a beach
I worry about my legos
I cry when my legos get broke
I am a hard worker & do my best

I understand why school is important
I say I try my best
I dream of doing my best at every thing
I try to do better in reading
I hope for a nice hot day
I am a hard worker & do my best
By: Justin L. Klinkhammer

I am fun and cheerful
I wonder if I will ever get rich
I hear my baby sister cry
I see when I play out side
I want to go home
I am fun and cheerful

I pretend when I play out side
I feel happy
I touch the sun with my head
I worry about my baby sister
I cry when some one dies
I am happy

I understand people
I say funny things
I dream of becoming rich
I try to do things right
I hope I get rich
I am funny and cheerful
By: Adonis Kimmins

I am smart and pretty.
I wonder if I’ll get a cat at my moms house.
I hear my sisters yelling at me all the time.
I see a pumpkin pie in my fridge at home.
I want a puppy at my grandma patties.
I am smart and pretty.

I pretend to clean my room.
I feel a soft rugged floor at my dad’s house.
I touch mud outside some times for fun or when

in mud.
I worry  about my whole family.
I cry when ever I get hurt.
I am smart and pretty.

I understand my parents when they tell me to do
some thing.

I say that I love my family and always will.
I dream of being a famous model.
I try to clean my mom’s house every day.
I hope to become rich some day with a husband

and kids.
I am smart and pretty.
By: Jade Lanxon

I am caring and loving
I wonder why do I grow
I hear dogs barking their heads off
I see butterflies looking for flowers
I want a Labradoodle puppy
I am caring and loving

I pretend to be a Labradoodle
I feel happy most of the time
I touch fur on cats and dogs
I worry I won’t have enough money to buy a card
I cry when I think of mom
I am caring and loving

I understand Logan’s thinking
I say treat animals and nature the way you want

to be treated
I dream of getting a Labradoodle puppy
I try to save my money
I hope I get a labradoodle puppy
I am caring and loving
By: Alli Zimmerman

I am funny and silly
I wonder how my life is going to be
I hear people talking
I see people riding bikes
I want to be famous
I am funny and silly

I pretend during a story
I feel very good
I touch my face
I worry about the future
I cry when people get hurt
I am funny and silly

I understand my history
I say I miss you
I dream about how my life will turn out
I try being helpful
I hope my future is positive
I am funny and silly
By: Maggie Noble

I am a good helper and a hardworker
I wonder if my dream will come true
I hear the ocean
I see palm trees
I want a I Phone
I am a good helper and a hardworker

I pretend to be a princess
I feel
kittens

I touch zebras
I worry when people fight
I cry when something bad happens
I am a good helper and a hardworker

I am

Alyssa Pessman, Grade 4 Fulton Elementary, Mrs. Lampe Dylan Brown, Grade 5 Jefferson Elementary, Mrs. H
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Dear Clinton Herald,
Thank you from the whole 5th grade at Jefferson

School for all the news papers through the years.
Yours turly, Jefferson - Mrs. Hilgenberg
P.S. R.S. After reading your news paper we dicited to

publish our own called the history Times we studied in
social studies then we write a ad and draw a pitcher
about what we learned.

Dear Clinton Herald,
Thank you letting us and me participate in the ad

contest it was so much fun for our last year here I hope
you like what “we’ve” made have a nice day I know
we will

5th Hilgenberg class & Rebecca

Dear Clinton Herald...

Noah Smith, Grade 4 Eagle Heights Elementary, Mrs. Thorton Maria Leavy, Grade 5 Bluff Elementary, Mrs. Albrechtsen

I understand math
I say please and thankyou
I dream to go to Hollywood
I try to read harder books
I hope for a party
I am good helper and a hardworker
By: Raelynn Bray

I am

White
White smells like white blossoms swishing through
the wind.
White sounds like a swan spashing through the water.
White tastes white whip cream melting in my mouth.
White feels like touching white snow and the snow

melting thoruhg my hand.
White looks like a beautiful wedding dress and a
beaitful white pearl ring.
Fatima Mehmood

Blue
Blue smells like a blue slushy.
Blue sounds like a blue radio.
Blue feels like water.
Blue tastes like suckers.
It looks like the ocean.
Roy Easley

Blue
Blue smells like warm, blueberry muffins in the oven.
Blue sounds like the sea water slapping the beach.
Blue tastes like a chewy Airhead.
Blue feels like cold icecicle hanging from the gutter.
Blue looks like an amazing blue bird flying in the sky.
Eathan Long

Brown
Brown smells like hot coco came righ out of the

mikerwave.
Brown feels like a soft brown kitten rubin agints

my arms.
Brown tast like cholcte cookies right out of the oven.
Brown sounds like a oven ding from bronys.
Brown looks like a soft pupies sit on my porch.
Kyleigh Chapman

Brown
Brown tastes like brownies fresh out of the oven.
It smells like smores right of fthe fire in a

campground. 
It feels like a precious kitten.
It sounds like fall leaves blowing in the wind.
It looks like dead grass.
Keeilah Diss

Black
Black smells like fresh blackberrys.
Black sounds like the clerenats in the band.
Black feels smooth like the hood of a ferrari.

Black taste like the juicy meat in a chesseburger.
Black looks like the wave of black at a CHS game.
Andrew Reed

Red
Red smells like fresh lasanya out of the oven.
Red tastes like fresh juisy cherrys squishing

in my mouth.
Red feels like blood dripping from my finger.
Red looks like an exploding sheild volcano.
Red sounds like a robin cherping in my window.
Kaylie Deswart

Blue
Blue smells like outdoors.
Blue sounds like water splashing.
Blue fells like a blue berry.
Blue tasest like a blue berry jelly bean.
Blue look’s like a pare of blue jeans.
Paige Boisen

Blue
Blue smells like rain falling out of the sky.
Blue sounds like a baby blue jay cheerping.
Blue taste like a big fresh juicy blueberry melting

in my mouth.
Blue feels like a soft blue blanket that I sleep with.
Blue looks like a big clear ocean with amber and

greenish rocks at the bottom of the ocean floor.
Izabella Bates

Pink
Pink smells like new perfume at my favorite store.
Pink taste like original bubble gum with the juicy

flavor squirted in my mouth.
Pink feels like the soft and smooth petals on a

pink tulp.
Pink looks like my friend wearing her pink t-shirt.
Pink sounds like my sisters pink shoes hiting

the gravle outside.
Alison Smith

Blue
Blue smells like a good blue berry garden.
Blue sounds like the rain falling down on the ground.
Blue looks like the nice sky in the morning.
Blue feels like a nice pool in the city.
Blue tastes like fresh cotton candy.
Alexis Rickertsen

Red
Red smells like fresh picked roses.
Red sounds like a red cardinal singing.
Red tastes like a juicey red apple.
Red looks like a red locker.
Kaylee Camp

Pink
Pink smells like fresh just made coton candy!
Pink sounds like a pink tulip dancing in a field!
Pink taste like fresh strawberrys!
Pink looks like a pink room!
Pink feels like pink furry scarfs!
Jordan Schumacher

Pink
Pink smells like a fresh pink flower.
Pink sounds like butterflies.
Pink taste like fresh strawberry bubble gum.
Pink feels like a soft pink pebble.
Pink looks like a beautiful pink rose.
Taliyah Logan

Green
Green smells like fresh plants that were planted.
Green sounds like tree leaves flowing in the wind.
Green taste like a green apple.
Green looks like a green caterpillar walking on a leaf.
Green feels like soft grass dancing in the wind.
McKenzie Boisen

Blue
Blue smells like a big fat blueberry.
Blue tastes like a minty Mento.
Blue feels like a soft blue pillow.
Blue looks like a big blue dolphin.
Blue sounds like the chirping of a blue jay.
Eden Lueders

Brown
Brown smells like fresh brownies from my oven.
Brown sounds like the fall leaves crunching under

my feet.
Brown tasts like chocolate cookies in my mouth.
Brown feels like the ruffness of a football.
Brown looks like a brown butiful horse runing accrost

the feild.
Chloe Brennan

Colors
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Gabriella Crowe, Grade 4 Jefferson Elementary, Mrs. Espey Jonathen Keller, Grade 5 Bluff Elementary, Mrs. Meyers

Red
Red smells like a nice red rose in garden.
Red sounds like lava oozing from a volcano.
Red tastes like a nice juicy stawberry.
Red fees like blood coming from a finger.
Red looks like the red stripes on our flag.
Riley Nickles

Red
Red smells like cerry pie.
Red feels like burning fire.
Red tastes like a straberry.
Red looks like a red apple.
Red sounds like loud sirenes.
Alex

Ocean roaring loud
all the fishes in the sea
lets go swimming now.
Mathew Beels

I heard a grrrr sound. It had 80 eyes, 1,000 teeth, 20
legs, 2 head and it encuohed. The monster is green. It is
bigger than a monster truck! It is very scary. It is funny.
It looks like big foot! It has a big foot and 2 heads. It is
my best friend for ever.
Brady Murphy

My monster is nice to me. My monster name is
Spike. I love my monster. I take my monster for a walk.
I am a monster. I smell a hot dog. I am terrified. I think
to get rid of him. I dont like him. I want him again
becaus I love him. I like to play with him is good. What

is my monsters favorite color? His favarite color is
green.
Jayce Chadwick

On the way to go fishing I saw red eyes and 52 teeth.
It was running in to the water. It had 104 legs and 2
heads. I saw it again it had a tail to. It grrr at me and I
ran off to my house. The next day I went fishing and
some twig on my pole and my pole went in the water.
When I was riding my bike something ran right in front
of me and is frigh tened me I was very scared. I hide in
my dad’s duck boat.
Ethan Busse

Big Black Cats
Did you know that black leopards live in over 8 dif-

ferent habitats? I am going to tell you about the black
leopard. I am going to teach you about where they live,
what they eat, and other interesting facts.

Black leopards are 1.5 to 2.6 feet tall at the shoulder.
They are 3 to 6 feet long, with a tail that is 2 to 3.5 feet
long. Males weigh between 82 and 200 pounds,
females are slightly smaller. They can live up to 20
years.

They are nocturnal animals, meaning they are active
at night. During the day, they rest in thick brush or in
trees.

Leopards come in a variety of coat colors, from a
light buff or tawny in warmer, dryer areas to a dark
shade in deep forests.

Black leopards live in a wide variety of habitats with-
in their range. They live in rainforests, wildlife, marsh-
land, woodlands, swamps, savannahs, and even moun-

tains and deserts.
Their food varies on different species of mammals.

They eat reptiles and birds. All of which life in different
habitats. Black leopards eat small hook stack such as
gazelle, impala, deer and wildebeest.

I have just told you about the black leopard. I’ve told
you what they look like, what they eat, where they live,
and how they act. I hope that you’ve enjoyed reading
about my animal.
Dylan Rice

The Time I Got Trapped In A Tornado
My dad we went to a neighborhood then the wind

started to wipe and slash it almost tipped us over. Then
I seen a tornado then I said tornado!!! He said hold on,
I have to turn around, I said ok my brothers and me
were terrified. To get my mind off it I played the game
for a minute so I could forget about the tornado. I got
bored and I stopped playing the game.

The tornado was right in front of us, we had to back
up but it kept coming. It came so fast we got stuck in
the tornado, we had to unbuckle and lay down in our
car. Our jeep almost got in the middle of the tornado.

Why it didn’t go flying in the air I told my dad to step
on it and he did but it was rite behind us it chase us rite
out of the neighborhood we thought we could out run it
but their was too much wind but my dad put the petal
to the metal. We are stuck in mud with a tornado
Cuming for us we got to get out of the mud and tornado
so we got to go but we are stuck. I got to get use out of
the mud. My dad got out and freed  us out of the mud
by wiping it off and the tornado was gone. The End.
Spencer Houston

Colors

The Earth
I see a tree creating oxygen for life to breathe.
I hear the wind blowing seeds in the air.
I smell the crisp, cool air all over.
I taste the rain giving water to plants and trees

all over.
I feel grass growing higher and higher and higher.
Jacob Bronson

The Earth
I see a rushing water fall on a rainforest.
I hear the animals at the rainforest an the rain falling.
I smell rain and the plants.
I tast the fruit in the trees.
I feel the rain splashing against my skin.
Megan Bruhn

The Earth
I see the trees, the land, the sea.
What a beautiful land I see.
I hear the chirping of the birds the whistling of

the wind.
Such a beautiful sound I hear.
I smell the fresh pines, the smell of fish.
Oh such a sweet send I smell.
I taste the dew drops and the snowflakes in winter.

What a wonderfull taste.
I feel so ashamed that our Earth needs help to

stay clean
So I clean up the Earth.
Sydney Boling

The Earth
I see trees swaying in the breeze.
I hear birds chirping nearby.
I smell the last rainfall of a forest.
I taste the misty air blowing through the wind.
I feel the soft touch of water driping from the trees.
Whitney Garrett

The Earth
I see the earths many colors of trees.
I hear the earths birds chirping everywhere.
I smell the earths atmosphere in the air.
I taste the earth’s fruits it gives to us.
I feel the earth’s sand in my hands.
Chucky Witherspoon

The Earth
I see lots of trees and grass.
I hear birds chirping and trees blowing in the wind.
I smell rain - When it rains alot

I smell grass and air.
I taste the air that is flowing around earth.
I feel cold when the wind blows.
Myra Dake

The Earth
I see the sun in the sky, birds in the air, and flowers

in the ground.
I hear kids playing, birds singing, and the wind

whistling.
I smell pollen in the air, rain in the sky, and love

in the air.
I taste humidity in the air and rain in the sky.
I feel the breeze in my face, rain on my skin,

and love all around.
Caleb Russell

The Earth
I see the blue rushing water, the rocky plains,

and the snowy mountains.
I hear the rain crashing on my roof like rushing water.
I smell the burning leaves, the growing flowers,

the lavender.
I taste the fresh crops, juciy hard apples,

the crunchy corn.
I feel the soil running through my feet.

Earth Poems
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Nevaeh Wagoner, Grade 4 Bluff Elementary, Mrs. Mulholland Jacobi Bebensee, Grade 5 Bluff Elementary,  Mr. Kent

Dylan Romero

The Earth
I see the flowers and trees in the meadows.
I hear the churping of the birds and more animals.
I smell the fresh clean air.
I taste the sweetness of the new cherries and fruit.
I feel good about the Earth being clean.
Rebecca Rector

The Earth
I see the blue sky on sunny days.
I hear the birds singing songs in the mornings.
I smell the cool breeze every day.
I taste the fresh fruits at breakfast.
I feel the wind blowing smoothly in the air.
Abeni DeMeyer

The Earth
I see the beautiful Earth and all it’s rainforests.
I hear beautiful birds singing songs.
I smell the wetness of the rainforest.
I taste the pollution.
I feel the scaly body of a snake.
Thomas Kramer

The Earth
I see people walking and selling stuff.
I hear people talking and dogs barking all the sun is

filling the air.
I smell the fresh air that flows in my hair.
I taste the fresh taste of the restaurant in the air.
I feel the hard cold ground with all the colors.
Harleigh Pair

The Earth
I see the hot sun in the sky shimmering above me.
I hear the beautiful songs of the birds in the morning.
I smell the flowers of spring just beginning to bloom.
I taste the rain when I open my mouth to catch

the rain drops.
I feel the soft grass as it reaches up and tickles

my legs.
Hannah Dalton

The Earth
I see some white ducks on the Mississippi River.
I hear the Canadian Geese soaring over my house.
I smell the Nasty trash in the Mississippi River.
I taste the morning fog on the tip of my tounge.
I feel the green grass beneath my fingertips.
Heaven Leigh Robbins

The Earth
I see the beautiful colorful horizon and the beautiful

crystal clear water.
I hear the seagulls singing and the water rushing up

on the sand.
I smell the fresh fish swimming in the ocean, and

the sea smell.
I taste the clear air and the water in the warm

misty air.
I feel the swaying wind in my hair and in my sleeves.
Mable Johns

The Earth
I see birds, people, animals millions of trees,

and new species.
I hear the wind blowing, the birds singing,

and all kinds of different animals.
I smell the food earth gave to us.
I taste freedom, rain, and honey suckles.
I feel the dirt, the plants, and the trees.
Dylan Brown

The Earth
I see the clouds in the sky going so fast.
I hear the wind in the air, I can hear the birds sing.
I smell the flowers in the spring and the honey

from bees.
I taste the sweet nectar from the flowers.
I feel good about people saving the earth and

our environment.
Owen Themas

The Earth
I see mother nature when I go outside.
I hear the sound of animals.
I smell flowers.
I taste the good taste of water.
I feel the windy wind.
Jayden Martinez

The Earth
I see plants, animals and the sun.
I hear the birds chirping, wind blowing.
I smell nature, wildlife, and flowers blooming.
I taste the mist in the air.
I feel happy about my life here on earth.
Austin Coyamani

The Earth
I see the green grass and the blue sky.
I hear the birds singing in the trees.
I smell the flow4rs on the Rose bushes.
I taste berries of a bush in the forest.
I feel good that we can taken care of this world.
Jenna Clarke

The Earth
I see the rain drops, trees swaying, and the blue sky.
I hear the rain on my window.
I smell the air on the sky, dog, and cats.
I taste the mist and the rain.
I feel happy about the air, the rain, and the cycle

of life.
Justis Rock

The Earth
I see and feel the way the earth rotates.
I hear the birds calling me to them.
I smell the life upon the earth.
I taste the feelings in the world.
I feel happy for what I have!
Allexyss Lopez

The Earth
I see white sandy beaches and blue swishing ocean

waves moving to shore.
I hear the sound of waves splashing against the shore
of the ocean and tropic at animals making noises

happily.
I smell the salty smell of the ocean.
I taste the warm fresh air as I breath the air

of Jamaica.
I feel the warm, cozy sand at the bottom of my feet

and the hot sunbeating on me as I step in to the
cool wet ocean.

Vanian Strunk

The Earth
I see bright beautiful colors of flowers and the

blue sky.
I hear bird calls of different kinds, and the sounds

of a stream.
I smell delightful scents of flowers and fresh cut

grass.
I taste the sour and sweet taste of one apply and

strawberries.
I feel the petals and the leaves of an apple tree.
Maddy Thomas

The Earth
I see grass, dirt, trees, and flowers.
I hear birds chirping, cats meowing, and dogs barking.
I smell the fresh air, flowers blooming.
I taste food from the garden.
I feel doors, paper, and trees.
Sophie Utroska

The Earth
I see alot of roller coasters.
I hear people screaming behind me.
I smell fear in their screams.
I taste dryness in my mouth.
I feel the nice breeze on my face.
Taylor Dykstra

The Earth
I see the blue sky in the air.
I hear birds chirping in trees.
I smell the pastries from the bakery.
I taste my evening supper.
I feel the cool breeze of nature.
Traylan Hill

The Earth
I see the beautiful blue sky, and white peaceful clouds.
I hear the sweet birds chirping.
I smell the nature’s beaufy with the blooming flowers.
I taste the mist in the air after mother nature gives us

moisture.
I feel the nice breeze on my face.
Austin Cram

The Earth
I see a rose and grasses moving from the wind.
I hear birds chirping in the sky.
I smell a steak coming from the grill.
I taste a hamburger in my mouth-it tastes good!
I feel a leaf in my hands.
Salem Cant

Earth Poems
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Rachel Ellinor, Grade 6 Unity Christian, Miss Westra Payton Schnier, Grade 5 Prince of Peace Academy, Mrs. Schultz

Ettie Lenz, Grade 5 Unity Christian, Miss WestraLindsay Brown, Grade 5 Jefferson Elementary, Miss Jetter
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Jenna Clarke, Grade 5 Jefferson Elementary, Mrs. Hilgenberg

Ryann Hubbart, Grade 5 Whittier Elementary, Mrs. Russell Brittany Adams, Grade 4 Bluff Elementary, Mrs. Ivory

Halle Meurs, Grade 4 Fulton Elementary, Halle Meurs
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Clinton Community Elementary Schools

TOP TO BOTTOM:
EAGLE HEIGHTS

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
WHITTIER ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL, BLUFF
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,

AND JEFFERSON
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

Fulton, Unity Christian and Prince of
Peace Academy

FULTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
(ABOVE LEFT), UNITY CHRISTIAN
SCHOOL (ABOVE RIGHT), AND
PRINCE OF PEACE ACADEMY (LEFT).

Ian Weltzin, Grade 4 Eagle Heights Elementary, Mrs. Bentley

Jenna Anderson, Grade 4 Prince of Peace Academy, Miss Noecker Seann Langrehr, Grade 4 Bluff Elementary, Mr. Jessen


